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Note for Students: Summer Holidays are a well

deserved opportunity to relax and rewind by

indulging in activities that are pleasurable at the

same time educative. We would like to thank all of

you for making online classes and virtual

Assessment a success. It’s a sincere request to all

to complete holiday projects and home

assignments on time. Engage yourself

wholeheartedly as you will learn a lot through it.

Practice your hobbies or inculcate new hobbies.

Please ensure that you complete the assignment

neatly.



Note for Parents: Summer Holidays Homework is

an initiative on our part, to inculcate

innovativeness, creativity and interest in the

tasks assigned to our students. It will not only

enable them to recapitulate what was taught but

will also help them to connect themselves to the

various learning processes.



Dear Students, Amidst all the fun and frolic, let’s twirl

our fingers and mind for a bit of homework.

NAME : _______________________

Summer i� th� hottes� seaso�.

I� i� th� seaso� of brigh� sunligh�.

�� sk� i� clear blu� an� th� air i� warmer i� thi� seaso�.

I� summer th� day� ar� lon� an� th� night� ar� shor�.

I� thi� seaso� w� ge� � verit� of fruit� an� vegetable�.

W� enjoye� thi� seaso� � lo� becaus� of summer vacatio�.



ENGLISH

Learn these two poems -





Learn alphabet :-

A               B              C

D            E

F               G            H

I             J



Colour the Pepa Pig :-



MATHEMATICS

Learn the counting from 1 to 10

1               2            3

4         5

6             7            8

9           10



Count and match



Connect the dots and learn the numbers!



Draw the standing and sleeping lines



ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Write the number of body parts



Help the boy to find his pet by drawing a line



Colour your favorite fruit



Fun with Parents :-

1. Material : 1 chart paper or A4 size sheet;
various coloured sheets, sketch pens or
crayons; glue; scissors.

2. Instructions : Take the chart paper or A4
size sheet draw his/her favorite cartoon
and cut small pieces of coloured sheet and
past it on the area as instructed by your
ward.




